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Main page

Performer page

What is BET Experience

The immersive festival, which celebrates black music and

culture, is built around the network’s annual award show.

Next year, the event will be held June 22-25 at multiple

venues at downtown’s L.A. Live. All events at the BET

Experience are FREE, except for the concerts and shows

at the STAPLES Center and The Novo, VIP Parties, the 

BET Awards and invite-only events. The concerts, Fan 

Fest events and all Stages are free to the youth to attend 

as well. However, the VIP after parties are for people 

over 21.

Analysis

Currently, BET utilizes the grid layout. The content on the

site at the moment are recaps of 2016 BET Experience.

From the content alone, the style replicates their main

BET content website and does not personify a music

festival website. Content alone drives the music festival

userbase and with what is currently present, will not push

users to buy tickets to the festival. The performers page 

also lacks visual design and because the performers list 

goes down one column, this is not scannable for the 

users. 

Suggestions

One suggestion to make is to differentiate BET and BETX

and make the BETX pages more enticing as it is a music

festival event. Conduct competitive analysis and

understand the simplistic approach in information

hierarchy and visuals. Music festival sites have a specific

approach, with ticket dates, lineups, information about

events, package deals, and the experience as a whole.

The lineup is very important to the music goers and that

should be one of the focuses on the page and that is 

what I will be designing.
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GRID STYLE/LIST
Competitive Analysis

Suggestions for BET

For most of the music festival sites that I researched  

used a grid layout to display all the lineup. They also 

include options for users to click on the images to learn 

more about the artist, to buy tickets for the specific stage 

(since most festivals have multiple stages), or see where/

when they are going to perform. 

Because BETX uses the grid layout, these examples are 

best for the Fan Fest Site. The sites also show multiple 

events.

• Stylize the images to make the layout more enticing

• Instead of a plain white background that is on the site 

right now, use a different color that matches the BETX 

layout to differentiate it from the regular BET website 

layout

• Consider a two column or three column grid instead of 

one column

• Consider using an on-hover state/on-click state for the 

event detail for seamless interaction

• If utilizing the on-hover or on-click state, consider give 

users an option to see where the artist is performing 

and on what stage, and if the event is a free event or 

paid. 
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Previous BET Experience site

Landing page BET Experience 2017

Wireframe Final Accepted Design Homepage after ticket sales

Wireframe Final design

Taking in the notes from the competitive 

analysis, the main focus on the homepage of 

the site is for visitors to understand that this is 

a music festival. Showcasing the performers 

on the front page will solve the issue of vistors 

not know what it is. By removing the 

newsletter CTA that was seen on BETX 2016, 

we wanted BETX 2017 to focus on ticket sales. 

I added the “button” tabs on the bottom of the 

images so that visitors can click the tab to 

purchase tickets for the performers that they 

want. 

Trevor and I decided on showcasing the 

images as black and white because the 

performer images were all taken during 

different photoshoots. By keeping it the 

same tone, we can easily manipulate the 

brightness and grey tones to make all the 

image cohesive. 

I also focused on the hero image to bring 

out the fun design of BET Experience and to 

show visitors that it is a music festival.

Final design

After tickets are sold, users who visit the site 

after the event can still see the performers for 

BET Experience 2017. However, we removed 

the button feature since the event is over. 

VIEW MORE

STAPLE CENTER PERFORMERS

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

FULL NAME

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW

THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW THURSDAY 6.22 - BUY NOW FRIDAY 6.23 - BUY NOW

FRIDAY 6.23 - BUY NOW FRIDAY 6.23 - BUY NOW FRIDAY 6.23 - BUY NOW

Wireframes, Mocks, and Final Design
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Performers page

WireframePrevious BET Experience site Final mock after feedback

PERFORMERS

FULL NAME FULL NAME FULL NAME

FULL NAME FULL NAME FULL NAME

Wireframe Final design

Using the same format as the homepage, I decided 

to keep the grid layout to keep everything 

consistent. It is easier to scan and the focus is on 

the performers.

Trevor, BET’s creative director and I decided on showcasing the 

images as black and white because the performer images were 

all taken during different photoshoots. By keeping it the same 

tone, we can easily manipulate the brightness and grey tones to 

make all the image cohesive. As I ended this project, the main 

things that were changed for this page was the full width 

treatment. 

Wireframes, Mocks, and Final Design
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On-click performer’s detail

Wireframe Iteration 1 Wireframe Iteration 2

FULL NAME

EVENTS

BUY TICKETS

Event name
Venue name

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

FULL NAME

Event name
Venue name BUY TICKETS

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am
TICKETED EVENT

FREE EVENT

Event name
Venue name Register

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

Wireframe Iterations

With these wireframes, I focused more on how it would 

look on mobile first because a majority of their users are 

mobile. In the other designs, we focused on desktop as it 

the mobile would simply stack. These wireframes show 

what it would look like if a user clicks onto a performer’s 

image. During the wireframing stage, we had to solve 

how to show the events an artist would be attending. This 

involved understanding what the visual hierarchy would 

be for the event detail and if we wanted to show other 

visuals. We also had to consider how to show if people 

have to pay for the tickets or if it is a free event.

Feedback 

During feedback rounds, the wireframe that best solved 

the problem was the “Wireframe Iteration 2”. There are 

times when a performer has more than 5 events so 

adding images of the event would cause the page to be 

too long, which is why “Wireframe Iteration 1” would not 

work.

Wireframes, Mocks, and Final Design
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Mock Iteration 2 Final Design

Final Desktop Design

Final mobile mock after feedback

PERFORMERS

2 CHAINZ2 CHAINZ

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

BETX LATE NIGHT 
CONCERT
The Novo

BUY TICKETS

Mock iterations

Final Design

During mock-up review rounds, we realized that the date 

of the event would be more important to the user as 

events are dependent on the dates you chose. I also 

removed the “Ticketed Event” and “Free” tags on the 

events as the buttons let’s users know if the event is 

ticketed or not. The buttons and typography are also 

more prominent to get users to focus on the event detail 

and buy the ticket. 

Because the images of the performers were not taken at 

the same time or setting, I decided to go with black and 

white imagery to keep the tone the same. Stylistically it 

would make the page look for cohesive. 

Mock Version 1

PERFORMERS

2 CHAINZ2 CHAINZ

BETX LATE NIGHT 
CONCERT
The Novo

BUY TICKETS

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

PERFORMERS

2 CHAINZ2 CHAINZ

BETX LATE NIGHT 
CONCERT
The Novo

BUY TICKETS

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

GENIUS TALKS
Lacc West Hall, Petree Hall D

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

REGISTER

PERFORMERS

2 CHAINZ

SUN JUNE 25 | 10:00pm - 1:00am

BETX LATE NIGHT 
CONCERT
The Novo

BUY TICKETS



FINAL SUMMARY
Because I was not involved with the design-dev 
hand-off for BETX 2017, I was unable to see the 
implementation of the designs to the site until 
late summer. Fortunately, these designs were 
implemented and are still being used for BETX 
2018 music festival. 

https://www.bet.com/bet-experience/2017.html
https://www.bet.com/bet-experience/2018.html
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